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1  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background to the thesis of the present paper 

 

1.2 Statement of the problem: what non-sustainable transport 

 infrastructure looks like 

 

1.3 The aim of this paper: what sustainable transport infrastructure would 

 look like 



‘The railway mode is technologically inferior to road transport technology 

for the majority, though not all of today’s transport needs’ (Marsay, 2005) 

 

The argument was based partly on the analogy with economic growth 

generally which is best explained by progressive technological change 

 

But partly, also, on the observation that most countries have had to reform 

rail in order to reduce debt and try to refocus rail on what it does better 

 

The present paper draws on a wider range of evidence to give a focused 

definition of the problem in terms of sustainable transport infrastructure 

1.1 A radical analysis? 



1.2 The problem statement 

Transport infrastructure spending is unsustainable if the technology, or 

mode, is being used to achieve something that it is not best suited to 

 

Transport infrastructure spending is unsustainable if the institutional 

arrangements for funding it create more economic costs than benefits 

 

The national economic consequences in either of these scenarios can be 

very serious; but they can also be hidden, either by ignorance or ideology 

 

Examples include: 

• Transnet’s current operating mandate 

• PRASA’s current capital investment programme 

• Most African railway concessions 

 



Example 1 – Transnet’s operating mandate 

Transnet SOC is committing billions to a range of rail infrastructure 

projects with no regulatory framework to check for economic viability 

 

Investment is skewed towards the higher revenue, but non-profitable 

sectors at the expense of bulk sectors where rail is viable at a low margin 

 

This uneconomic investment portfolio is only fundable because of state 

guarantees & by using over-priced ports as collateral to underwrite bonds 

 

An opportunity to remedy this unsustainable situation lies with the DOT’s 
Green Paper on Rail Policy if it calls for true project CBAs (like SANRAL) 



Example 2 – PRASA’s investment programme 

PRASA is committing billions to rolling stock and railway infrastructure 

improvements with little attention to improvements in the operating regime 

 

In the absence of a regulatory framework to hold the operator to account 

there is a danger that the new equipment will not be deployed effectively  

 

Increased capital spend with declining operational performance will lead 

not only to a worsening funding situation but also to compromised safety 

 

There is an urgent need to align operational performance with funding 

regimes – even if this should require alternative rail operating models 



Example 3 – Most African railway concessions fail 

Many governments, often with World Bank support, have concessioned 

their railways, believing that private sector investment will attract business 

 

Most concessions have failed completely or badly disappointed. There is 

much confusion because rail is believed to be more attractive than road 

 

Research undertaken for the SADC points to weaknesses in many of the 

concession agreements; but failure to attract traffic is the common feature 

 

Recently the World Bank has revised its thinking, noting that non-bulk rail 

projects should only be supported if ongoing public funding is available 



1.3 Aim and scope of the paper 

This paper aims: to explain why some of these problems have arisen and 

offer an evidence base for making better transport infrastructure decisions 

 

By reviewing the economic impact of transport, over time, in terms of: 

• The role of technological change, including transport technology, on economic growth 

• The statistical relationship, over long periods, between transport investment and GDP 

• The role of positive economic externalities in explaining relative economic impact 

 

By showing how institutional form can affect transport’s economic impact: 
• Rail in South Africa: resisting institutional change has weakened rail’s economic impact 
• Road in South Africa: embracing institutional change has enhanced its economic impact 

 

By establishing what sustainable transport infrastructure investment is 



2 THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF RAIL AND ROAD 

 INVESTMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA 

2.1 Technological change and the impact of rail and road transport 

 

2.2 Long term time series analysis of economic impact of transport in 

 South Africa 

 

2.3 Transport policy implications – the issue of positive economic 

 externalities 



2.1  Technological change and the impact of rail and     

 road transport 

UK’s 2006 ‘Eddington Transport Report’: ‘new transport technologies 
have led to step changes in economic activity’ through efficiency gains 

 

e.g.19th Century rail revolution then 20th Century paved road / internal 

combustion technology both led to accelerated economic growth 

 

Successive transport technology developments allow the benefits of 

economic growth to permeate more widely, both spatially and socially 

 

Eddington and other UK research found, contrary to social perception, 

that road investment yields higher benefit cost ratios than rail does 



Figure 1 Subsistence economy 

Very low economic activity; no spatial connection 
 
 
 
 



Figure 2 Ox wagon economy 

Economic nodes emerging; spatial connections forming 
 
 
 
 



Figure 3 Rail supported economy 

Major economic nodes; strong spatial connections 
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Figure 4 Road dominated economy 

Myriad economic nodes; myriad spatial connections –  

History suggests that positive economic externalities far outweigh negative ones 
 
 
 
 

And	finally	-	road	transport!	

Negative economic externalities Positive economic externalities 



2.2  Long term time series analysis of economic 

 impact of transport in South Africa 

Statistician Peter Perkins & colleagues constructed time series data 

for infrastructure investment vs. GDP in South Africa over 100 years 

 

Statistical indication was that both transport and other infrastructure 

investment (power, telecoms) are strongly correlated with GDP growth 

 

But it was also noted that rail’s supportive role with respect to GDP 
began to weaken after major investment in paved roads commenced 

 

Perkins commented that while rail tends to rely on key industries or 

commodities, road investments facilitate a wider range of activities 



Figures 5/6 Rail and road investment versus GDP growth 

Rail use (goods stock) starts to fall relative to investment in rail from about 1950 

Rail’s falling economic impact PRECEDES declining investment by at least 30 years!  
 
 
 
 

Gradient of rail curve < GDP curve Gradient of road curve > GDP curve 



2.3  Transport policy implications – the issue of  

 positive economic externalities 

The common discourse in Government and SOCs is that rail’s decline 
in South Africa was caused by deliberate disinvestment in the sector 

 

Evidence shows that rail’s decline preceded disinvestment by at least 

30 years. What does this mean for SA’s rail investment programme? 

 

It means rail investment needs to be radically reassessed, taking note 

of insights based on historical analysis and economic externalities 

 

The policy implication is that rail should generally only be invested in 

on the basis of secured, high volume trades, not theoretical forecasts 



Figure 7 Economic externalities of road vs. rail 

Positive economic externalities of road transport vs. rail transport include: 
 

• Economic activity becomes viable at smaller scale -  smaller freight ‘packages’ / lower start-up costs 

• Economic activity becomes viable in more locations - where production / supply is now feasible 

• New manufacturing technologies emerge - in response to road transport’s flexible supply chain 



3 THE ROLE OF INSTITUTIONS IN DELIVERING 

 TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE 

3.1 A brief history of transport infrastructure procurement: 

 

– Rail in South Africa 
 

– Roads in South Africa 
 

3.2 The role of institutions in transmitting the value of transport 

 infrastructure investments 

 



3.1(a)  A brief history of transport infrastructure   

  procurement – Rail in South Africa 

As in many countries, rail in South Africa was started in the private 

sector but taken over by public authorities who noted strategic value 

 

Rail in SA integrated with ports from the start; protected from road 

competition from 1930, and takes over air transport to protect mail 

 

Noting long term rail market loss + investment skewed to non-viable 

rail sectors, 1986 De Villiers Report recommends commercialisation 

 

After 15 years, Transnet embarks on major investment - but without 

corporatising the NPA, to protect fundability of investment programme 



3.1(b)  A brief history of transport infrastructure   

  procurement – Road in South Africa 

Paved roads in South Africa have been publicly procured from the 

1920s and delivered through National and Provincial roads Boards 

 

From late 1980s onwards, DOT experimented with larger scale out-

sourcing to private contractors leading to toll-funded concessions (N4) 

 

From 1998, SANRAL takes over national roads management and has 

developed a variety of in-house and private toll procurement models 

 

Potentially fully self-funding, SANRAL continues to experiment but 

with challenges in communicating economic / social value to public (!!) 



3.2  The role of institutions in transmitting the value 

 of transport infrastructure investments 

Globally, the changes over time in the institutional format for procuring 

transport infrastructure reflect attempts to balance public / private cost 

 

In South Africa, road institutions have adapted to change better than 

rail has. SA has resisted rail reform mainly for ideological reasons 

 

Rail mandate does not call for true economic value appraisal.  This 

leads to economic value loss in non-viable projects – e.g. Swazi rail 

 

An institutional structure that is not mandated to realise true economic 

value will lead to massive economic losses -  even as spending rises! 



4 WHAT IS SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT 

 INFRASTRUCTURE? 

4.1 Technological and institutional basis for sustainable transport 

 infrastructure investment 

 

4.2 What this will involve for rail investment 

 

4.3 What this will involve for road investment 



4.1  Technological and institutional basis for

 sustainable transport infrastructure investment 

A sustainable transport infrastructure investment strategy will be one 

in which transport modes are deployed in circumstances where their 

technological strengths, and thus economic benefits, can be optimised 

 

 

This outcome can only be achieved where the institutions through 

which transport infrastructure is delivered are mandated to test the 

economic value of all investments, rejecting ones that don’t add value 



4.2  What this means for sustainable rail investment 

Select investments for which most traffic can be committed in advance 

rather than ones that rely on assumptions about transfer from road 

 

Develop a new institutional mandate for rail that entails (at least!) the 

independent testing of freight forecasts and CBA of major investments 

 

Be deliberate about identifying both negative and positive externalities  

and then take measures to mitigate the former and optimise the latter  



4.3  What this means for sustainable road investment 

Continued testing of all major highway investments by national cost 

benefit appraisal methods  - as is already undertaken by  SANRAL 

 

Continued experimentation with innovative, alternative approaches to 

procuring infrastructure but with better communication about benefits! 

 

Be deliberate about identifying both negative and positive externalities  

and then take measures to mitigate the former and optimise the latter  


